


Overview
In this study, we developed a self-supervised approach, 
Indescribable Multi-model Spatial Evaluator (IMSE), to 
evaluate the spatial error problem of multi-modal images.

IMSE visualization spatial error

Figure 1. The distributions of the Moving images translated by 
CycleGAN still have large residual differences from the Target 
images. IMSE gives smaller error assessment values in the 
overlapping regions (converging to blue).

IMSE used for registration
IMSE can replace the traditional manually designed 
similarity operator such as mutual information to 
optimize the registration based on deep learning and 
traditional registration.

IMSE used for image-to-image translation
IMSE can be used to establish a new image-to-image 
translation paradigm. The translated image can have 
both the spatial features of the source image and the 
modal features of the reference image.

IMSE used for Spatial Error
IMSE can provide provide a convenient way to 
evaluate and visualize registration results.



IMSE

Stage 1： Train Evaluator

Fig 2. A general overview of the IMSE process. It is divided into two main parts, the training evaluator and the training 
registration

x: original image
T: random spatial transformations
E: evaluator
ε : random noise(Shuffle Remap)

Stage 2： Train Registration

x and y: images with different modalities
R: registration network
∇R: regularization constraint



Shuffle Remap

It is worth noting that we only provide a style enhancement 
method, and Shuffle Remap is not irreplaceable in the IMSE 

architecture. Shuffle Remap is a pure style enhancement 
method, which can be easily combined with other domain 

generalization methods.

Fig 3. Examples of T1 and CT after Shuffle Remap.



IMSE used for registration
 IMSE for Registration Based on Neural Network IMSE for Traditional Registration

Fig 4. Registration results of various methods based on the T1-T2 
and CT-MR dataset. Initial indicates the results before registration. 
The source data used to train the IMSE were T1 and CT.

 IMSE can be readily integrated into the traditional registration process, such 
as replacing the Lsim function with a trained evaluator. By first initializing a 
deformation field of 0 and then optimizing it through similarity loss 
(Similarity operator or IMSE) and regularization loss.



IMSE for Image-to-image Translation

 Fig 5 . IMSE is used for image to image translation. Where, 
y is the source image, x is different reference images, E(x, y) 
is the prediction result of IMSE and x′= x − E(x, y).

IMSE based image-to-image translation differs from GAN 
based translation in two aspects:
1) The result of image-to-image translation based on GAN is 
unique whereas IMSE based depends on the characteristics of 
the reference image. 
2) GAN based image-to-image translation requires two modal 
data whereas IMSE based translation only uses one modal 
data for training.



 IMSE for Spatial Error

 Fig 6 . Demonstration of errors estimated by the CycleGAN,
RegGAN and IMSE methods in both misaligned and aligned 
cases.

 Fig 7 .  Correlation of estimated spatial errors with Dice 
for the IMSE, CycleGAN, RegGAN methods.

The main advantage of IMSE is that it focuses only on 
differences in spatial location while ignoring differences in 

multi-modal distribution caused by different image 
acquisition mechanisms.


